Hayward Pool Cleaners
Choosing a quality swimming pool cleaner to assist you with pool maintenance can significantly
reduce the time and effort that you are required to put into pool cleaning. One of the best ways to
ensure that you receive a quality product is to go with trusted, well-established brand names. Known
for providing reliable, high performing equipment, Hayward is one such brand and has dominated the
pool supply industry for many years. Yet, with Hayward offering a full line of swimming pool cleaners,
pool owners may wonder which model is the best for their particular pool. The following information
will help pool owners to make such a decision by providing details about the features and
characteristics of various Hayward pool cleaners.

Aqua Critter, Diver Dave, and Wanda the Whale
Designed for use in above ground swimming pools, the Aqua Critter, Diver Dave and
Wanda the Whale Hayward pool cleaners may be cute but they also provide serious
cleaning results. As suction-side cleaners, these Hayward Pool vacuums operate off
your pool's existing filtration system and are incredibly easy to hook up and use. All
you have to do is attach the hose to your pool's skimmer and let the automatic cleaner
get to work. These above ground pool cleaners will remove dirt, seeds, twigs, bugs
and other types of debris from your pool to leave it sparkling clean and ready for
swimmers to enjoy.

The Aqua Critter, Diver Dave and Wanda the Whale Hayward pool cleaners all
provide trouble-free, automatic cleaning and feature Hayward's unique
SmartDrive® program steering. This steering system ensures that the entire
pool bottom is cleaned efficiently yet effectively for a truly spotless pool. At the
same time, the turbine/gearing system provides balanced water flow on a
consistent basis, allowing for smooth, gentle movement around the swimming
pool as well as quiet operation. Another benefit of using one of these Hayward above ground pool
cleaners is improved water circulation resulting from the fact that these cleaners pull water up from
the pool bottom as they move.
No matter which particular design pool owners prefer, all of these Hayward above
ground pool cleaners come with a deluxe bumper ring that minimizes friction and
enhances agility, allowing for easy movement away from walls and other obstructions.
These pool cleaners are also able to make quick turns for greater efficiency of
movement and cleaning. In fact, the Aqua Critter, Diver Dave and Wanda the Whale
pool cleaners are all able to clean above ground swimming pools in just two hours or
less.

Navigator Pro
While Hayward offers the above-mentioned pool cleaners for above ground swimming pools, it also
offers several quality cleaners for in-ground swimming pools, including the Hayward Navigator Pro.
Designed for in-ground pools of all sizes and finishes, the Navigator Pro will clean the average
residential pool in three to four hours. As with the above ground pool cleaners, the Hayward
Navigator Pro features SmartDrive® programmed steering for superior cleaning coverage and
efficiency. With its quiet operation and wider cleaning path, the Navigator Pro Hayward pool cleaner
will unobtrusively go about its work, easily ridding your pool of everything from dirt and pollen to twigs
and leaves.
Easy to install, the Hayward navigator Pro can be ready for use in just 15 minutes and
without the need for any tools. Consisting of longer wearing components, this pool
cleaner offers enhanced durability and longevity so pool owners can enjoy reliable
performance year after year. The Navigator Pro's numerous excellent features are
topped off by a streamlined, attractive design that will appeal to pool owners
everywhere.

Pool Vac XL
The Hayward Pool Vac XL is also a dependable, high performing option for in-ground
pool owners. This suction-side cleaner installs in just 10 minutes without the need for
any tools and provides quiet, efficient operation. This in-ground residential pool
cleaner features wide side wings for faster pool coverage and AquaPilot®
programmed steering for thorough cleaning in less than three to four hours. Moreover,
the Hayward Pool Vac XL cleans pools in an alternating series of right and left turns,
allowing the unit to follow a systematic cleaning path. This results in faster and more
effective performance as compared to random-pattern cleaners. The Hayward Pool
Vac XL is ideal for use in all types of in-ground swimming pools, including vinyl, tile and fiberglass pools.

eVac
For a truly innovative option, pool owners may also wish to consider the Hayward
eVac. As a robotic pool cleaner, the Hayward eVac features advanced technologies
which make the unit highly economical to operate. At the same time, the Hayward
eVac robotic pool cleaner is very robust, with scrub brushes that will dislodge even the
most stubborn dirt and grime. The Hayward eVac is suitable for all pool surfaces and
is particularly ideal for residential swimming pools up to 20 feet by 40 feet. This
Hayward robotic pool cleaner is completely self-contained and runs independently of
the pool's filter and pump, requiring no hoses and no additional equipment.
Furthermore, the Hayward eVac provides intelligent pool cleaning, calculating the size of your pool and
programming itself to clean in the most efficient pattern.

AquaVac
The AquaVac is another Hayward robotic pool cleaner that will provide pool owners
with convenient and intelligent pool cleaning. Highly efficient, this robotic pool cleaner
uses less energy than pressure or suction cleaners and will automatically power down
at the end of its cleaning cycle. As with the Hayward eVac, the AquaVac will calculate
the size of your pool in order to program a fast and efficient cleaning pattern. While
vacuuming, the Hayward AquaVac will also scrub and brush your pool, thoroughly
cleaning pool bottoms, walls and steps. As with all of Hayward's swimming pool
cleaners, the AquaVac is a dependable and reliable model that will provide
outstanding cleaning results time after time.

